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About This Game

REQUIRES HTC VIVE.

A FPP fantasy VR demo for movement controllers (currently only Vive), in which you can sword fight skeletons and cast spells
by really speaking to the microphone (optional - read manual on Steam to activate).

You can also shoot medieval guns, bows, throw stuff at your enemies, summon and commad your wooden golem minions. It’s
core is a small sandbox, where you can train your skills, but it also has a quest to complete!

You can rush through the game's quest in about 25 minutes, normal paced playthrough can take up to an hour.
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Title: Spell Fighter VR
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Kubold
Publisher:
Kubold
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5-4690 3.5GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

Storage: 1600 MB available space

Additional Notes: Required Vive

English
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A breezy, challenging twin stick shooter that doesn't feel like other shoot em ups because not needlessly punishing to play. At no
point does the game overwhelm with enemy placement, unclear boss patterns. The campaign feels less like a gauntlet the more
you play, thanks to a really neat progression system that carries over to daily and Endurance modes. What makes this a clincher
is that heavenly soundtrack that plays.. quite a learning curve ...grapics are old and outdated in comparison to newer stuff. But
that never mattered much to me. If you liked games like morrowind this is pretty close to it in my opinion. you can do the
tutorial and get decent gear or if youre like me you'll just pick up your starter weapon and charge out naked and learn the hard
way which feels so rewarding to me. I have played a lot but easily forget a lot of simple things and get lost but thats just part of
the fun. There is a reason people keep coming back to this game and it has 20 something expansions. I see a lot of people
complain about server crashes and its probably DDOS attacks by angry butthurt
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s who hate Daybreak who are doing these server crashes in response to recent
events that happened with the company. The game has changed since its launch and that is ineviable as with all things but it is
still EverQuest and can still be enjoyed and explored by new and returning players.. Mesmerizing from artwork to audio to
puzzles. I literally just got this and I am going to enjoy playing this tonight. I already thought "this is easy" and was proved
wrong lol. Don't be to self confident! Challanging even in the first 5\/6 puzzles till you get the gist. Buy it and enjoy it, I did and
I will! :). Probably the best rhythm game on steam right now. Whole lot of songs in the game, and the timing in the game is
deceptively difficult. It's easy to get Exacts/perfects, but harder to maintain cyan exacts with more precise timing. So far, no one
on the leaderboards has the theoretical 125% max rate for most of the songs, which is a good sign, difficulty-wise.

Also, there's a nekopara song in it.. This is the early release version of Zup 6. Easy to crack achivements ^^ More of these
games please!. Need more development. To make it very clear at the beginning, this game is no Dungeon Keeper III and looks
more like an underground based RTS. The campaigne has 4 chapters with 5 mission each and takes all together ~20hours.
Sometimes the jokes during the missions are too bad but if you like the kind of humor used in Grotesque you should also like
this one. At least there are two ends of the game, so playing again isn't a bad choice. Your main character, the demon Baal-
Abbadon, has three specs (Support\/Melee\/Caster) and all three are play- and enjoyable.

The grafic isn't up-to-date but there are many lovely details if you look at the little demons or the underground rooms. The
whole game can be played in coop and has also some mulitplayer parts. There you have to protect NPCs, raid some enemy
camps or to fight of endless hordes of heroes.

Some negative aspects are the low variation of missions and the missed chance to improve the experience outside of the
dungeon. But I had many hours of fun in Coop with this game, so anyone interested in RTS should have a look at it.

Last hint, it plays like a mix of Majesty II and classic RTS games.. Once I started playing, I couldn't stop. I finished it all in one
sitting. It's incredibly addictive, amazing, and adorable! You play as Nia, and you're essentially trying to build the best fort you
can to protect yourself from some rather strange (yet cute) felines. I really enjoyed the story and couldn't wait to figure out the
mystery behind these creepy cats. The art is extremely well done too and complements the whole concept of the game quite
nicely. When you're done the main story, there's Challenge Mode. This is the kind of game you play over and over because you
want to experiment with the various items and are constantly trying to build bigger and better forts. It's an added bonus that the
developer of the game, RhysD, is extremely nice and helpful. He gave me tips on how to snag that last achievement that kept
evading me. This is a wonderful game and I highly recommend it!. I was really unsure if I should go with a positive or negative
review.
On the positive side the artwork is beautiful, the sprites are some of the most beautifully painted I've ever seen in VN's. On the
other hand the characters aren't much more interesting than their sprites...
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I ultimately had to decide to judge this on the thing that really matters: the plot and the characters.
The idea of the plot is actually not bad but it's potential is wasted. The characters can be interesting at times but the main
character is a complete let down: a pushover with absolutely no character development.
And then the writing....*sigh* it's not very good. It reminds me of very basic fan fiction. Incredibly childish, bland, and
therefore it becomes very difficult to ever take it seriously.

I'd recommend this only if it's on sale, if you're curious and are a big fan of all types of visual novels, but even so you should go
into it with low expectations. But if you're like me and prize the plot and character development above all than maybe skip this
one, you'll find yourself cringing quite a bit.... TOWER DEFENSE we need more like this
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Awesome game. Love the music, combat, customization, and the devolopers.

The music was so awesome. During a fight with the boss the music made me play outta my mind because i thought i was the
main character in an anime. :)

The combat is smooth. The only thing i hate is that magic items or spells can only be used a certain number of times. So
building a mage character will be harder especially since the spells also cost mana(I'm fine with mana).

Your weapons can be enchanted to have special effects. Fire, water, wood..etc.

I started a disscusion to ask about adding a camera that centers the character instead, not expecting them to put it in or anything
but just ask if they planned on adding it and got an almost immediate answer saying that he would add it in with the patch the
next day just for me. I was so surprised and thought he was joking but the next day the patch notes said it was added. So i went
in game and there it was. Awesome developers. The game itself is really fun to play and having awesome developers behind it
and always improving it for their players is a 10\/10 in my book!

Overall: The game is awesome and i would definitely reccomend this game!. its okay but it seems like its one of those cheap
games on the app store... And if it was free then hek ya get itbut its costs money so NOOOOO. The game really has a lot of
potential, & it may even be good to some people, but I just don't think it's worth it in the end.
It's really only one factor, which is the English "compatibility" issue. What I mean is that there are a TON of actual (and very
simple) English words that this game doesn't recognize as English words. It also doesn't seem to like most plural versions of
words that will work in each puzzle respectively - yet some plurals do count, it's somewhat easy to recognize these patterns, but
it ends up ruining the flow and the fun in my opinion.
I'm not sure if there are other languages to choose from (I assume there are) but at least for English-only speakers, I wouldn't
recomend this game because of those issues which pop up many, many times throughout the entire game.
Just doesn't compare to games similar to itself, that you can probably get for free too.. A throwback to Super Meat Boy's level
of difficulty, this game features a map that's free to explore, corny humor, and two balls.. While by no means perfect, this game
at least adds some new mechanics to the obscure anime runner genre. I think it's enjoyable and well worth the $1.99 price tag

https:\/\/youtu.be\/x0cFY4FhZoM. This game is amazing. Rather, it was amazing. It had an amazing building system which felt
solid, though it needed some improvements for controls. It allowed you to make anything you could dream of- battleships to
ship launchers. Gimbal's combat was very gutteral and dynamic allowing you to shoot off pieces of the enemy, crippling them
for the kill to be finished. The community had a few toxic players, but was fairly welcoming. Servers had an option to limit the
budget of ships, allowing new players to avoid getting seal clubbed by Mastermind lag ships.

It's a shame such a fantastic game faded away- the community has gone and the servers are few and empty.

+4 Fantastic Shipbuilding (abiet clunky at times)
+2 Original concept
+2 Solid Combat
+1 (Had) Nice Community
+0.5 Neat Art Style
9.5/10 while it lasted.

The community is dead, it was a blast playing this game, if you have a lot of friends who are into these types of games- BUY IT!
Otherwise it's not worth it anymore, the community has fizzled and the servers are cleaned, leaving only bots wandering
forever.. Pretty Cool, but only 10 levels. This is the first ever Nancy Drew game I played when I was a kid. I still remember my
mom bringing me the DVD, saying it looked like something I'd enjoy. I was probably ten, and let me tell you, the ghosts in this
game freaked me out so much, lol. In hindsight, it's not nearly as scary as I thought it was, and the game is actually really short
and easy. But it's still fun and nostalgic to play again every once in a while.
Good starter game for anyone just getting into Nancy Drew!. One of the best puzzle-platformers I've ever played. The game
doesn't hold your hand, but they level design is so intuitive that you don't need it. The level are sometimes complicated and
always give you sense of accomplishment. The music is one reason I couldn't put down the controller. I just wanted to keep
listening! Even though I completed the main "goal", I still plan on putting in more hours to find all of Escape Got 2's secrets.
Definitely wortht the buy!
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